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Local participant:​ do we have to check the context and the law? 
 
 
Vincent Johnson:​ Releasing data with explicit terms/ conditions: 
This could also lead to reluctance to share data, so we need to ensure that our terms are 
completely clear in whatever language is needed for clear communication . In this example 
we drafted a data sharing agreement which we thought explicitly declared that we would 
want access to the partner breeding data , but that this breeding data would remain 
confidential and the partners property 
but we would oly use the data for anaysis/ cross referencing 
 
We would like to have access to the confidential data, then we draft an agreement that your 
question to release the data, but people is redundant to do that. 
The question is, if at the level of the CGIAR, there are templates that we can use 
 
The one that is the provider of the data, is the one who 
 
The context is very important, who is the owner of the data, how you are going to use it, 
where is going to be placed.  
 
Maria Garruccio​: If a center has Extraterritorial jurisdiction  - does the center need to 
consider the governing law of the contract?  
 
R/ IF you have other offices located in other countries.  
With the host agreements, you have certain privileges. In terms of personally identify of 
information and data privacy, we need to avoid by the laws of the country, where we are in 
that country. 
 
Local participant​: ​3rd question here 
 
Local Participant​: What would happen with the anonymous contributions? Let’s say the 
author of the data is unknown.  
One thing is Authorship and differs from Ownership. 
The author is the one who creates the data, the owner is the right holder. 
Open access is not the same as public domain. 
 
Marissa Van Epp​: Does copyright exist even if the symbol is not present? You mentioned 
that it is "automatic" 
R/ In many jurisdictions, the copyright symbols is required. If you don’t want to give mix 
signals to the user, we recommend to put the symbol there. 
 
Also (why) is it important to attach a year to the copyright? R/ because its an automatic it is 
recommended to use the year (document the products). 
 
As soon as the data is release, the copyright law start existing. When you want to context 
something, you need to prove when you did it. 
 
Leroy Mwanzia​: Are we in the CGIAR allowed to apply CC0 
If you are an employee of CIAT, you cannot do that unless CIAT decide for you. Is not for 
you to do it individually. 
 
Local participant​: There are licenses, what CAIT used the most? 
R/ We will tackle this question in the following slides. 
 
Jose Luis Urrea​: What if I am working on a report and I found information in internet, I need 
to use it, but there is nothing documented in the repository. Therefore, I don’t have the 
license or copyright. 
R/ You don’t need to ask for permission. However, it depends on the amount of information 
you will use. IF you are going to copy everything or the most important part of the product, 
you are probably infringement.  
 
Local participant​: If we have a photo, do we have to say where we take from? 
R/ If you can find it you have to put the information. It depends of the amount (%) of the 
information used. It also depends on how you use it. 
 
Julianna White​: Thanks for this.  I think the default for CCAFS publications is 
CC-BY-NC-ND.  If this is the case, and we want the private sector to use our knowledge and 
innovate and scale, why do we have NC? 
R/ If you only use CC BY NC it is a bilateral agreement if you used NC ND you will know who 
is using your work  
 
Let’s say the default is Non-Commercial, however is does not mean no one can contact you 
and use your product. You can do a bilateral agreement with the user. It means your are not 
closing completely the access to the product if you apply NC license. 
David​: With that license, you would know who is going to use your product as the user will 
have to approach you. 
Marissa​: I think part of the logic was that ND prevents other from taking and misrepresenting 
your work by only using part of it or taking it out of context 
 
 
Marissa​: Does ND prevent someone from quoting your work on the website? 
R/ My recommendation would be CC-BY-NC 
Not Share-Alike it is deeply demand 
If you have particular pieces of information that are really valuable, you can attach a 
particular license to them different from the one applied to the whole website. 
 
Marissa​: Do you have examples you could share of things that can be done under BY-NC 
but not under BY-NC-ND? 
R/  
 
Marissa​: And a separate question - should we attach a year to a CC license as well? 
R/ Yes.  
YYYY © Right Holder - copyright reserved 
 
David Abreu​: if we want to change licenses, if we decide to be more open, it is fine. But if 
we want to be more restrictive, there will be issues. Why? 
R/ This is happening because you already shared your product publicly, and when you want 
to be more restrictive, you already shared those products publicly, as a result, it will be tricky 
to apply restrictions. 
 
Dolly Gomez​: Every time that an employee signs with CIAT. We don’t have any way to 
identify if the data is public, confidential on sensitive. Is not possible to implement a different 
way to implement a process for the employee at CIAT to identify those cases? 
R/  This is a common issue in the CGIAR. I’m not sure if we can implement more controls to 
the data. What we can do is to encourage people to be more open and officially report the 
work they are doing. In order to tackle this, the answer goes to the culture, as it is the 
interested of everyone, not only CIAT, but our stakeholders. 
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